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Professional Sunone nail curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w 

combinated Factory 

Atocnail wireless UV nail lamp dryer wholesale large quantity. It is a cordless with 3 pcs 
of 2600Mah battery total 7800Mah that could be using for 7 hours constantly. It’s battery 
certificated by manufacturer which is safe and won’t cause risk and issues.You can use it 
both by connecting a power cord or wireless.As a professional nail glue dryer,It has 30 
pcs of LEDs and 48w power to dry gels quick and fastest in 10s-30s,and automatic 
sensor will make it more easier to use,Even a new nail salon user could dry smoothly. 
We take "customer-friendly, quality-oriented, integrative, innovative" as objectives. "Truth 
and honesty" is our administration ideal for Factory Price China Professional Wireless UV 
Nail Lamp Dryer, We'll empower people by communicating and listening, Setting an 
example to others and learning from experience. Factory Price China Nail UV Lamp Gel 
and Gel LED Nail Lamp price, At Present, our products have been exported to more than 
sixty countries and different regions, such as Southeast Asia, America, Africa, Eastern 
Europe, Russia, Canada etc. We sincerely hope to establish wide contact with all 
potential customers both in China and the rest part of the world. 

 

Wireless UV Nail Lamp Dryer 
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Cordless nail lamp including: 
1.30 beads 

2.intelligent sensor 

3.Plastic shell 

4.A stand(Holder) 

5.circuit board 

6.LED screen 

7.10s 30s 60s, and 60s 99s painless mode 

1. Product Introduction of Professional Sunone nail 

curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

- Anti-glare Light 
Gentler than traditional purple UV lights, offering you a comfortable manicure and 
pedicure experience, and protecting your nails, skin and eyes. 

- 30 UV LED Beads 
Double light source (365 + 405nm) LEDs with durable 50000hrs lifetime are evenly 
distributed inside without dead zone. 

- Infrared Motion Sensor 
Put the hand into the nail dryer without pressing timing buttons and it will automatically 
turn on to work. 

- Common 10s, 30s, 60s and 99s timing, low heat mode, letting you control the curing 
time with each layer.- Removable magnetic base for much flexibility and 
convenience of use.- LCD digital screen for clearly reading the working time. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Professional 

Sunone nail curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

wavelength 365+405nm Manufacturer Atocnail industry 
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Type Nail lamp factory OEM and ODM Packing,Logo,painting etc 

3. User manual of Professional Sunone nail curing lamp 

wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

1.LED nail lamp is not suitable for children, pregnant,skin cancer patients. 

2.Reduce skin exposure to light and do not look directly at the light. 

3.When using the nail lamp, sunscreen is recommended. 

4.Please keep it from water,high temperature. 

5.Please don’t use it for more than 3 hours 

6.Please keep nail lamp from child 
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Product name Cordless manicure lamp 

Leds 30 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Wireless curing dryer 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UVS10 

Color White 

Output 110v-120v 60hz input 220v-240v 50hz 

Product size 23.00 x 21.00 x 10.50 cm 
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4. Product Details of Professional Sunone nail curing 

lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

Each UV LED beads in nail lamp with uv light comes with 50000 hours lifetime chips, 
very energy efficient and durable, suitable for use in home and salon. UV light gel nails 
dual light source technology makes the light harmless to human body and skin. Nail lamp 
offers you a comfortable manicure/pedicure experience and better protection to your 
nails, skin and eyes. 
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5. Product Qualification of Professional Sunone nail 

curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

1 Year replacement 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Professional Sunone 

nail curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

Delivery: Air or Sea 

Deliver time: 1-15 days 

Price item: FOB 

7. FAQ of Professional Sunone nail curing lamp wholesale 

24w 48w combinated 

Can i buy several pieces to test? 
Ofcourse, You can buy few of them to have quality test.Our nail lamp working well and 
we trust it will go though test.Also samples will be exactly same as future orders. 

Can i be your distributor? 
Yes, We are willing to be your supplier and provide great quality and service. 
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